SAP Fieldglass Industry Spotlight: Rail
There’s a better way to manage crews, reduce incidents and simplify payments.
You’re juggling work crews, heavy equipment and complex contracts. In other words, you’ve got your hands full.

YOU HAVE A LOT TO MANAGE:

• Remote teams doing activity- or crew-based work
• Training and licensing programs, plus Health/Life & Safety compliance
• Complex pricing structures and appropriate payments
• Taxation issues and location information that impact what you pay
• Collective bargaining agreements and keeping up with negotiations

Add to this the fact that you need to source new skills as a result of the digital revolution in rail, so you’re dealing with innovations like driverless trains, virtual ticketing agents and ticketless travel.

When you simplify, automate and improve how work gets done, you’ve got more time to keep the railways open.

HERE’S HOW:

• Reduce costs by providing new visibility into spend and complex contracts
• Ensure supplier compliance with licenses, insurance and Health/Life & Safety
• Handle crew- and/or activity-based billing, along with concurrent projects
• Provide mobile time entry and expense tracking for remote workers and enable different foremen to authorize each day’s crew hours
• Enable bulk submittal of daily time sheets by suppliers
• Match and approve invoices against complex contracts—in real time
• Gain visibility for price comparisons, contract renegotiations and audits
• Provide the data to support accounting and finance
SAP Fieldglass is designed for you.

We looked specifically at the unique and complex nature of rail work and developed our solution accordingly. So we’re better able to help you:

1. Streamline, automate and simplify how external labor and services are engaged across all asset categories.
2. Source and manage resources to drive your digital transformation.

Our solution is flexible and intuitive, because your job demands it. It’s geared for infrequent tech users, because you shouldn’t have to know IT to get things done. And it’s mobile, because you could be doing time entry and expense tracking on the fly.

And if that’s not reason enough to look at SAP Fieldglass:

- We’re a leader in our industry, and we got there by putting customer service first
- We specialize in something we call co-innovation and helping our customers configure the right solutions for their needs
- We enjoy solving complex problems

Get proof from your peers.

We helped Canadian National Railway get more done in less time, and we can help you, too. Our work with Canadian National Railway demonstrates how the rail leader was able to more easily manage spend, take on contract compliance and gain unprecedented visibility.

See what we can do for you.
fieldglass.com/industries/rail | fieldglassinfo@sap.com